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Pakula Witchdoctor - Game fishing teaser

Pakula Witchdoctor. The Real Original 100% made in Australia
Pakula Witchdoctor Teaser
The Pakula Witchdoctor Teaser was Peter Pakula's first invention. Initially designed for use while trolling
live and dead baits. After all these years the Witchdoctor is now accepted as the best fish exciter for all
game fishing trolling applications. At all trolling speeds this teaser stays deep below the prop wash. It
sends out irresistible vibrations, flashing reflected shafts of fluorescent blue and purple light in all
directions. Unlike any other teaser, it never comes to the surface to interfere and tangle with trolling lines.

The Aussie made Witchdoctors are wood with two pack paint, perspex mirror which is
waterproofed. These should be washed after each use and dried in the shade. Do not put this
product with Mirrors in bags until they are dry which can take quite a while. Best to wrap them
in an old towel or dishcloth that breathes.

Also available are Witchdoctor carry bags and towropes.

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Witchdoctors are Made in Australia
Mirrors: perspex
The Witchdoctor comes complete with wire leader (you just need to add your tow rope)
Quality two pack paint (polyurethane)
Easy clean. Simply wash in warm soapy water.
Optional storage bag and towrope available.

BENEFITS

Attracts all big game species to your boat.
The construction makes the new Witchdoctor far easier and durable handle and transport.
The Pakula witchdoctor is very easy to use. Deployment is straight forward so too is retrieval.

https://escapin.wpengine.com/product/witchdoctor-storage-bag/
https://escapin.wpengine.com/product/witchdoctor-towrope/
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This game fishing teaser is recommended for all types of game fishing. They are great for anything from
mackeral to marlin. They are also a great teaser to run in conjunction with spreader bars or dredges.

Don't keep wasting valuable trolling hours, grab one now!

Price: $274.5

Weight
2.9kg


